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RHYTHM (Beat; Tempo)
MOVING; LISTENING; DESCRIBING; CREATING; RELATING

grades 3-6
Lesson #1: Poetry & Music: Tap to the Beat and Form 

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing 

or] moving to music. 
B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of 

cultures. 
C. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, voices, 

ensembles and musical forms. 
D. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live and] 

recorded performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Common Core Connections (language arts or math)
vocabulary: sonnet, tempo, concerto, form, dynamic markings (forte and piano), timbre, 
movement (of a work or piece), programmatic, orchestration, instrumentation
mathematics: segment

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
Music can sound like things in nature; I can keep the beat to music that uses a fast tempo. I 
know the name of a famous piece of music about spring (and the four seasons), written as a 
violin concerto. I can identify large and small sections of a work. A movement is a large segment 
of a larger work that is complete (can stand alone). (5th and 6th grade): We call music that is 
meant to describe a particular thing or event programmatic music.

Student Learning Objectives/Outcomes:
Students will (“I can”) listen and describe music. Students will (“I can”) move and respond to the 
steady beat and tempo (speed of the beat) of the music. Students will follow a listening guide for 
the entire movement, identifying the form of the music and its relation to a poem about Spring.
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Materials:
• recording of “Spring” (1. Allegro) by Antonio Vivaldi
• Tapping Page for “Spring,” (3–6)
• Teacher Resource: Poem (Sonnet) for Spring by Antonio Vivaldi (Grades 3–6)
• Video screen and acceptable speakers for watching a youtube video (http://youtu.be/

CcrrXHnN5uU)

Sequence:
1. Display the Teacher Resource for “Spring,” (Grades 3-6). Read through the English 

translation of a type of poem about Spring called a sonnet, possibly even written by Antonio 
Vivaldi, who was from Italy. (Find Italy on a world map.) “What is a sonnet?” (share that it 
is a specific kind of poem that originated in Italy; it has a specific kind of rhyming structure 
or form) Share with the class that Vivaldi was a composer who wrote this piece of music 
in 1725. It is a violin concerto. “What is a concerto?” (a solo piece featuring a particular 
instrument, and usually accompanied by an orchestra) 
[Note to Teacher: One method of differentiated instruction is to have 5th and 6th  grade 
students look up these vocabulary words on the Internet using Wikipedia or google.com. 

2. Introduce the Tapping Page for “Spring,” (3–6). 
Go over the form with the class, modeling how to tap to the steady beat, and to follow the 
directions through the tapping page, such as “alternate tapping” back and forth between two 
pictures. Go over all symbols on the tapping page, such as a repeat sign, that “3X” means 
“3 times,” and the beats which are rests (shadows of a picture). Notice the loud and soft 
dynamic markings (forte and piano), and equate them with the pictures themselves; guide 
students in knowing how they will show that in their tapping, but “in a way that we will still 
be able to hear the music well.” Go over the complete form of this entire movement of the 
concerto, “talking” or humming through it for them; ask the class periodically, “What do you 
think will happen next? What do you think this graphic represents, or means, to do?” 

3. Play the recording of “Spring.” Note where each line of the sonnet begins with the music. You 
may want to pause the recording in between lines of the sonnet. 
Teacher’s Guide to the Form of “Spring” with Recording Times 
Section A (Springtime):  0:00–0:31; “little ‘b’” occurs at 0:15 
Section B (Birds): 0:32–1:15; Includes material from second half of A at 1:07 
Section C (Streams): 1:16–1:47; Includes material from second half of A at 1:40 
Section D (Thunderstorms): 1:48¬–2:24; Includes material from second half of A at 2:16 
Section E (Birds return)  2:25–3:31; Includes material from second half at A at 2:40 and 
3:07 
[See Extension for a more Detailed Guide for Tapping Page with recording times.] 

4. Use the Tapping Page for “Spring,” (3–6) while listening to the recording without stopping 
and have students tap on their own copy of the page (or, in front of them, in the air to a 
projected image of the page). If time permits, do it again, helping them less to see if they are 
able to follow along independently.

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=8
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_TappingPage_3-6.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Teachers_Resource_Spring_3-6.pdf
http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Teachers_Resource_Spring_3-6.pdf6.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_TappingPage_3-6.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_TappingPage_3-6.pdf
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5. (5th and 6th grade) Watch and follow the music using the icongraphic youtube video found 
at http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU.  Discuss the differences between the first (original) version 
and this one: 
different orchestration: instead of being written for string orchestra (violin, viola, cello, bass), 
this one on youtube features a different instrumentation, too: the combination of flute, 
oboe, violin, cello, and harpsichord. This youtube performance also illustrates a different 
interpretation, or manner of playing.

Closure/Questions:
1. “What can you tell me about the music we tapped the beat to today and what we learned 

about?” (Share responses and review by referring to Objectives and Conceptual Learning “I 
can…” statements above.) “How did each section of the music end?” (each section ended 
with a return of the ‘little b’ from the “A” Section) 

2. “What do we call the type of music group that played the music on this recording?” (a string 
orchestra) Explain the main difference between a band and an orchestra: an orchestra 
includes string instruments. (Note to teacher: The chamber orchestra on this recording is all 
strings – violin, viola, cello, and bass – plus harpsichord; there is also a solo violin.) 

3. “What is a sonnet?” (a certain kind of poem that originated in Italy) “Who wrote the sonnet 
(poem) about spring that Vivaldi used for the musical composition about spring?” (trick 
question; he did) “How did the poet Vivaldi depict the sonnet as a composer of music? What 
choices did he make in playing techniques, rhythms, and melodies that would sound like 
different aspects of spring, as described in his poetry?” Share and discuss examples and 
answers, referencing the Tapping Page for “Spring,” (3–6). 

4. (5th and 6th grade) “What is ‘programmatic music’?” (music that has a specific program, 
meant to describe a particular event or thing) 

5. “Why do you think so many people like this piece of music?” (share answers) 

6. Review the meanings of all the music symbols in the Tapping Page: forte, piano, etc. Review 
the meanings of all other vocabulary words listed for this lesson plan (above).

http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU
http://youtu.be/CcrrXHnN5uU
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/vivaldi/Spring_TappingPage_3-6.pdf
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Assessment/Evaluation:
Assessment #1:
[Name of Student] can tap along to the steady beat using the Tapping Page independently:
 (4)…all of the time (no errors)
 (3)…most of the time (1-2 errors)
 (2)…some of the time (3-4 errors)
 (1)…not yet (5 or more errors, unable to determine independently)

Assessment #2:
[Name of Student] participates in class discussion: 
    
 (1–2) Not Yet Consistently   
 (3) Most of the Time   
 (4) All of the time
 
If desired, the teacher can video record the students for a second assessment.

Assessment #3:
[Name of Student] can identify/label/match music symbols to their meanings, from those used in 
the Tapping Page for “Spring” with a score of:
 90% (mastery)
 80% (above average)
 70% (average)
 60% or less (below average)

Extensions and Follow-up Lesson:
Science Connections: 
1. Lead the class to find out more about topics related to spring: climate, photosynthesis, etc. 

2. Lead the class in making a ‘musical rainstorm’ upon your cues with random wind sounds, 
tongue clucks for raindrops, snapping, clapping, patting their legs, and stomping their feet for 
thunder. Transfer to unpitched percussion instruments if desired; introduce crescendo and 
decrescendo.

Teacher’s Guide to the Form of “Spring” with Recording Times
Section A (Springtime):  0:00–0:31; Second half of A (“little ‘b’”) occurs at 0:15
Section B (Birds):  0:32–1:15; Includes material from second half of A at 1:07
Section C (Streams):  1:16–1:47; Includes material from second half of A at 1:40
Section D (Thunderstorms): 1:48¬–2:24; Includes material from second half of A at 2:16
Section E (Storms; Birds return) 2:25–3:31; Includes material from second half at A at 2:40 and 
3:07
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Recording Times for the Tapping Page for 3-6

Section A, little a: 0:00-0:07
next line, soft: 0:08-0:14
Section A, little b: 0:15-0:23
next line, soft 0:24-0:31

Section B: alternate birds 0:32-1:07
little b: 1:08-1:14

[add page 2]: 

Section C, first line: 1:15-1:29
second line: 1:30-1:40; little b at 1:41 (in new key)

Section D, first line: 1:48-1:54
second line, violins & lightning cloud: 1:55-2:14
third line, patterns of 2 violins & clouds: 2:05-2:15
little b: 2:16 (in new key)

Section E: alternate birds 2:24-2:41
little b: 2:41-2:51
different 2 birds: 2:52-3:06
little b: 3:07-3:14
little b soft: 3:07-3:15


